Without Words
July-August 2014
Art from special needs students—most minimally verbal or nonverbal—from sites across Marin. Masks, weavings, paintings, monoprints and sculptures explore how artists express themselves without words.

Imagining Friendship
April-May 2014
Art inspired by themes of friendship and sharing, created by students in the 2013-14 Walker Rezaian Creative HeArts Kindergarten Arts Program at Loma Verde.

Carnivale!
February-March 2014
Around the globe, communities break up the winter with color, costume, music and dance. Visual artist Gabby Gamboa worked with Laurel Dell students to create costumes used in Haitian Mardi Gras dances with performing artist Djenane Saint-Juste.

Imaginary Voyages
December 2013-January 2014
Illustrated maps and journals by “explorers” from Mary Silveira school, learn about their imaginary expedition to a distant island, and discover how they used scientific illustration skills to document real and imaginary finds.

Travel the World
Sept-Nov 2013
The world’s largest accordion pop-up book, created by Youth in Arts Mentor Artists with visitors at the Marin County Fair, plus hands-on gallery games, photos and touch baskets with art objects from around the world.